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Abstract: Wireless vehicular networks are in the wake of mass deployment both in Europe and the USA. These networks introduce a new promising source of information about vehicular environments usable by cooperative advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). However, development and evaluation of such ADAS is still challenging. Thus, we propose a methodology for their development and evaluation process. It is applied to evaluate the fulfillment of requirements on position accuracy information within the communicated data sets. Accuracy requirements are only roughly defined and not sufficiently evaluated in real world environments. This holds especially for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) optimized for maximum integrity of obtained positions, which is required for safety critical ADAS to increase robustness and reliability. Our main goal is to determine whether position accuracy provided by GNSS is sufficient for cooperative ADAS. Thereby, we find that pure GNSS input cannot fulfill position accuracy requirements in most test cases.

1 INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are an active research area. Their aim of increased traffic safety leads to high interest of both automotive industry as well as governments to push forward deployment in upcoming years (MoU, 2011; Harding et al., 2014). A well known concept for development of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) is to include simulation based testing and evaluation early in the development process (Chrisofakis et al., 2011; Hanzlik, 2013) and adapt the simulation environment in each phase, e.g. for Vehicle in the Loop tests (Winner et al., 2009). This concept is especially in need for VANET applications, due to a wide range of possible traffic scenarios with many involved vehicles. Thus, it is hard to realize a complex setup in a reproducible way during field tests (Sommer et al., 2009). Moreover, for the simulation of VANET applications road traffic and wireless network have to be simulated simultaneously. These two simulations have to be coupled to generate a realistic behavior of surrounding vehicles and to consider the corresponding network parameters (Wegener et al., 2008).

The first use cases to be deployed, like Road Works Warning (RWW), require only an accuracy that allows the ego vehicle to be assigned to a dedicated lane. For the longitudinal direction, demands on the position accuracy are even lower (ETSI 539-1, 2013). Our evaluation includes two important VANET use cases, Intersection Collision Risk Warning (ICRW) (ETSI 539-2, 2013) and Longitudinal Collision Risk Warning (LCRW) (ETSI 539-3, 2013). From a comparison of the different early use cases of VANETs (ETSI 638, 2015), one can see that these two ADAS can be regarded as advanced applications regarding the requirements on the position accuracy and the communication latency. Their deployment is planned for a later stage of expansion. One advantage of using ICRW and LCRW for the evaluation of the positioning requirements is the availability of comparable reference systems realized with conventional sensors, such as radar sensors. The more the results of the VANET based implementation resemble the ones of the reference system, the more reliable VANETs can be seen as a sensor for ADAS.

Development and test of ADAS are complex tasks and errors within the implementation of the ADAS have a severe impact on the results of conducted evaluation. Thus, we developed a testing environment to...
compare intermediate results of the VANET based application with the used radar based reference system.

The basic question of our examination is to figure out, if pure GNSS, like GPS, yield a sufficiently high position accuracy for ADAS or if extra in-vehicle sensors are needed. This also answers the question whether already sold vehicles can be equipped with VANET technology by plug-in devices, which need nothing except a power supply from the vehicles energy system (just like navigation systems).

The remainder of this work is outlined as follows. A review of related work is provided in Section 2. Afterwards, Section 3 introduces the proposed evaluation methodology, which is applied in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion about achieved results and possible topics of future work are given in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Basic requirements of VANET based ADAS have been determined and some realizations based on early versions of VANET standards have been tested during numerous field tests in Europe (e.g., DRIVE C2X, simTD) and the US (Harding et al., 2014). Thereby, accurate determination of vehicles’ position was identified as a main issue in VANETs.

In general, current VANET approaches use wireless cyclic broadcast of beacon messages for basic information distribution among nodes (e.g., vehicles or road side units (RSUs)). Two similar approaches are followed within the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and US Wireless Awareness in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) standardization frameworks (MoU, 2011; Harding et al., 2014). Communication within VANETs is often referred to as Vehicle-to-X (V2X) communication. In the following, we stick to the ETSI ITS nomenclature, but porting to the WAVE system is straightforward.

Within ETSI ITS the beacon messages are called Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs). These are generated and received by a so called Cooperative Awareness Basic Service within the facility layer of the protocol stack. Thereby, the facility layer combines all functionality from layers five upwards within the ISO/OSI model (ETSI 637-2, 2014).

2.1 Evaluation Environments

(Joerer et al., 2012) presents a coupled simulation environment were network and traffic simulation is combined to show the impact of VANETs for an intersection collision detection application. Within this simulation the effectiveness of vehicular networks for cooperative collision detection is evaluated, especially on packet level.

Currently it is not possible to use other popular VANET standard implementations, which are often used for research and application evaluation, like iTETRIS for ETSI ITS (Rondinone et al., 2013) or Veins for WAVE (Sommier et al., 2009). This is caused by close coupling of such implementations to their simulation environments (ns-3 resp. OMNet++). Moreover, protocol implementations dedicated for real hardware typically make direct use of operating system functionality, e.g., to obtain time information. Thus, such information is hard to be replaced by the one provided by a simulation environment. Moreover, parallel and coordinated usage of many on-board units (OBUs) within a test setup leads to very high complexity within the setup and testing process. Therefore, rigid usage of an abstraction layer for all data input sources is required, which is implemented within the ezCar2X framework (Roscher et al., 2014), as described in Section 4.1.

2.2 Development of ADAS

Development of ADAS is a complex process. Much effort has been spent on strategies limiting required effort of the development process and ensuring testability of obtained ADAS. Important prior work includes (Winner et al., 2009; Chrisofakis et al., 2011; Berger, 2012; Hanzlik, 2013). As a main subject, many aspects from the field of software engineering have been adapted to the special needs of the automotive context. An approach for an integrated testing and simulation framework is given in (Voigtländer, 2008). Our implementation in Section 4 uses some of the concepts from (Voigtländer, 2008), adapted for the needs of cooperative ADAS.

However, development of cooperative ADAS shows even higher complexity in comparison to such ADAS using only information from within a single vehicle. Especially, testability is a significant challenge, due to a massive increase in the variety of data sets within the newly known vehicular environment. Thus, we propose an extension to well known ADAS development methods to enable their usage in the development process of future VANET based ADAS.

In (Tan et al., 2006), a cooperative vehicle collision warning system was proposed based on communicated node positions obtained with differential GPS (Global Positioning System). The feasibility of trajectory prediction based on the communicated positions was examined. An architecture was proposed implementing a “Future Trajectory Estimator” for received
vehicle position data. The following main weaknesses of VANET based applications were identified: a) The prediction accuracy decreases when the position error increases. b) Applications are vulnerable to long-period GPS blockage and communication drop-outs. c) There is limited tolerance of changes in the driver’s intention, due to a slower update frequency of the determined positions.

Evaluation of ADAS performance is an important part of the development process. Thus, it is described in more detail in Section 2.3.

2.3 Sensor based Reference System

(Yan et al., 2008) study security gains by combining data from VANET messages with radar measurements. Thereby, the aim is to validate position information from received messages. In contrast, our aim is to evaluate if the position information is accurate enough for robust usage within ADAS applications.

Basic requirements of a reference system for ADAS are given in (Strasser et al., 2010). The measured distance, relative velocity and heading of the detected objects are passed to the ADAS for further processing. Different types of distance measurement sensors have been proposed for usage in the automotive domain. These include laser scanners, radar sensors, photonic mixing devices (PMDs) and cameras, which are common sensors for current ADAS equipped vehicles (Winner et al., 2009).

OBU Typically use a GNSS based positioning system, e.g., Cohda Wireless MK4a (Cohda, 2013). We use a GNSS software receiver and compare its real live measurements to the ones of an automotive radar system. Details about the satellite based position estimation are given in Section 2.4. The input data for an ADAS based on a VANET approach are messages sent by vehicles. CAMs mainly contain the vehicle’s position, including the positions confidence information (optional), speed, heading and generation time of the position (ETSI 637-2, 2014).

Further processing of the different input data sets for evaluation of the VANET based ADAS is described in Section 3.2.

2.4 Satellite based Positioning

GNSS have deeply entered the consumer market and are widely used for car navigation systems. GNSS based service applications offer a number of opportunities to the transportation market. Professional and reliability critical applications like road tolling, anti-theft systems and dangerous goods tracking have been implemented in vehicles. These applications are highly sensitive to the appearance of jamming devices, one account of weaknesses of current satellite navigation systems: the extremely low signal power.

In principle, GNSS such as the American GPS, the European Galileo, the Russian Glonass and the Chinese Beidou are based on the same principle: Navigation satellites are placed in a medium earth orbits in a height of about 20,000 km to 25,000 km. These satellites emit highly precise ranging signals with up to 50 W for the estimation of the signal travel time from the satellite to the receiver on the earth. If the receiver is able to track the signal of 4 satellites or more, it can calculate its actual position by simple resection of the ranging information. If the receiver would be perfectly aligned to the common GNSS clock, 3 satellites in view would be enough. However, most receivers are not perfectly aligned to the system time of GNSS and the receiver’s clock offset to the system time has to be estimated. Beside the actual time information valid for the transmitting satellite, the satellite signal also carries information to determine the position of all satellites of the corresponding system, corrections for ionospheric and tropospheric effects as well as offset information for the satellite’s unique clocks.

Most of the actual commercial GNSS receivers are designed to use the satellite signals of the GPS L1 civil navigation signal. Furthermore, the European Galileo and the Chinese Beidou provide open positioning signals at the same center frequency of 1575.42 MHz, so modern civil GNSS receivers will also be able to use these three systems in parallel. From the time the receiver estimated the timing offset between these satellite navigation systems, all corresponding satellites can be used for a joint positioning.

Since it’s full operability in 1995, the GPS L1 C/A (coarse/acquisition) signal offers a performance of about 5 to 10 m to the civil user. In case of scattering or multi path effects due to vegetation, buildings or other surrounding objects, the position accuracy can decrease to several tens (or in worst case hundreds) of meters. In case of more precise requirements on the position, one might also use either differential correction services, like DGNSS, or more sophisticated dual frequency receivers. The usage of two frequencies allows the receiver to estimate the ionospheric signal distortions, which effects the distance estimation between receivers and satellite the most. Thus, the usage of two frequencies improves the accuracy up to 2 to 9 m and in combination with differential corrections down to tens of centimeters. For additional information, see (Navipedia, 2015), (Misra, 2001), (Kaplan et al., 2005) and (Hofmann, 2007).
3 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

A central aspect of our development and evaluation methodology is to combine pure software based simulation, a real world reference system and a real world VANET. Thereby, we try to keep the amount of changing code as low as possible, when moving between the simulation environment to real world experiments. This is done due to two major reasons. At first, it avoids the effort for implementing a lot of wrapper code, which speeds up the development process. Secondly, it avoids errors introduced by changing behavior of the ADAS between the different evaluation environments.

The proposed development process of ADAS includes the simulation environment into the testing process early. Thereby, the methodology is similar to well known test-driven development (Beck, 2002) leading to an enhanced and extended version of simulation-driven development, which has shown good results used within a single vehicle (Chrisofakis et al., 2011). Thereby, each implemented feature is tested with simulated data inputs and its performance is evaluated as early as possible.

In contrast to prior work, we do not use the newly implemented feature only on a single entity in the simulation environment. Instead, after a feature showed the expected behavior on a single vehicle it is deployed on all entities (i.e., vehicles, road side units) within the simulation environment. Thereby, also the correct interaction of each component regarding multiple communicating entities can be verified early in the development process.

A central requirement of the proposed methodology is the availability of a set of traffic scenarios, which are characteristic for the use case(s) of the ADAS to be implemented. To obtain such scenarios we use two complementary approaches.

Firstly, the standardized requirements of the ADAS are used to identify relevant road topologies. Afterwards, various traffic flows for these road topologies are generated. Thereby, we used deterministic traffics flows as well as such from random trip generation. This can be done by various mechanisms, as such implemented within the Simulation for Urban Mobility (SUMO) framework (Behrisch et al., 2011).

Secondly, traffic scenarios which are identified as challenging for ADAS by real world field tests are included. To identify and characterize such scenarios, a possibility to obtain detailed traces from test drives and to re-run the entire drive with consistent timing of data inputs within the simulation environment is required. Requirements for such playback functionality can be found in (Broggi et al., 2012), our implementation is described in detail in Section 4.1.3.

As already mentioned, we do not only use simulations to evaluate an ADAS. We also apply (multiple) vehicle-mounted sensors. As our target ADAS’s aim at collision avoidance, distance measurement sensors are used. Thereby, we address the issue that it is hard to perfectly resemble traffic scenarios from simulation in practice, because of many cooperating entities.

The distance sensors are used to realize a reference ADAS serving as ground truth for the evaluation of the cooperative ADAS based on V2X data. To obtain a well usable reference system, we recommend to follow best practices for such single vehicle applications proposed in prior work (Chrisofakis et al., 2011; Hanzlik, 2013). Thereby, the reference system is designed to obtain the maximum performance achievable by an ADAS using only local sensor information. Field tests are used to compare the reference system and cooperative ADAS. In a first testing step, side effects caused by the implementation are identified and removed. Afterwards, system limitations are determined during a second evaluation step.

In the following, a software architecture, which allows to implement a framework for the above described evaluation methodology, is described in Section 3.1. Afterwards, Section 3.2 describes a set of information processing steps which is common to many VANET based ADAS. Thus, these processing steps can be regarded as an extension to the standardized information handling steps within current ETSI ITS and WAVE frameworks.

3.1 Software Architecture

To switch from simulation to a real world environment with little effort we facilitate input interfaces that can be used for real sensors as well as for the input data from a simulation environment. The received data at the interfaces is then processed in the exact same manner for both types of environments. The resulting software architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Required functionality from the advanced ITS implementation are described in the next paragraphs.

The time provider is the central component to facilitate the current time, which can be requested by all the other components of the system. It can be based on different time systems, like the local system time, a GPS time or the timestamps used in the simulation environment. The main advantage of this single time provider is a synchronized time base for the whole evaluation system. Another advantageous feature is the ability to change the speed of the systems time lapse. Thus, in a simulation or playback environ-
A further important component for our evaluation environment is the data recorder. It connects to all the defined interfaces during initialization phase of the framework. At runtime, it records all the input data streams together with a time stamp of the recording time for each entry. To have this synchronized input data of one driving scenario available is very useful for the offline evaluation of the ADAS applications.

### 3.2 General Purpose Information Processing

Most safety critical applications of VANETs account for collision avoidance systems with a low amount of exceptions, like broken down vehicle warning (ETSI 638, 2015). They all are based on the VANET protocol stack. The analysis of requirements for such collision avoidance systems shows that advanced information processing is very similar for many of them. Thus, we define a basic set of common information processing blocks to be used by all these ADAS.

The information processing chain is illustrated in Figure 2 and described in the following. Details about the actually chosen methods for our dedicated evaluation can be found in Section 4.1.

The object sensors data messages are pre-processed in the corresponding component. Likewise, the received CAMs are pre-processed in the V2X data pre-processing component. Both components result in local object lists $D^p$ and $D^v$ with exactly the same format. These object lists are the input data for the data fusion and vehicle tracking function that generates a global object list $D^g$ with all detected vehicles in the vicinity of the ego vehicle. To compare the evaluation results of the object sensor based ADAS and the VANET based application, the data fusion component can also handle each class of input data separately. Then, for each object in $D^g$ the trajectory agent creates a new trajectory provider or updates the existing one with the new position data for the dedicated ob-

---

**Figure 1: Software Architecture of the Evaluation System**
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  - GNSS Position
- **Data Recorder**
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  - GNSS
- **Trajectory Provider**
  - Time Provider

The object sensors data messages are pre-processed in the corresponding component. The position provider is the time provider’s equivalent component for position data. Within the system other entities can request the current position of the ego vehicle. The position provider obtains its input data from a position sensor connected to the system, like a GNSS receiver, or from a traffic simulator.

After a VANET message has been received, it is propagated through the protocol stack until it arrives at the application layer. Within the ETSI ITS framework, part of the application layer is located in the so-called facility layer. It contains a dedicated facility entity for each message type, e.g., the basic service for CAMs. After a message has been processed by its respective facility entity, it is handed over to the so-called Local Dynamic Map (LDM). The LDM entity is standardised by ETSI ITS in (ETSI 895, 2014) and it is meant to store all received messages until its validity time expires. It hands over the stored data to all data sinks which have registered for the corresponding message type. Our first component for information processing is the data fusion, which registers as a data sink at the LDM.

A trajectory provider is used to model the trajectory of a vehicle, either the ego vehicle or every one of the other vehicles within its vicinity. Thereby, trajectories can be modelled in various ways. Most common trajectory representations are a sequence of points, which are usually observed positions along the driven path and for the predicted behavior in the future (Ziegler et al., 2014). For trajectory modelling splines are popular in the automotive domain, because they resemble smooth trajectories satisfying the demanded constraints. They can also be used for trajectory planning in collision avoidance scenarios (Madas et al., 2013). Splines are used to approximate and interpolate the vehicle’s trajectory as a continuous function. If several points of a function can be measured, the approximation is done by calculating polynomials between the known points. Depending on the degree of the polynomials, continuous gradients and curvatures can be chosen as boundary conditions. Therefore, a smooth and continuous function can be achieved. As splines do not Oscillate at their boundaries they can be used to get an accurate estimation of the function in the near future, where no positions are known yet. One disadvantage is, that the interpolation has to be recalculated every time a new position value is obtained (Huckle et al., 2014).
The trajectory agent itself offers an interface to subscribe for the object list $D^G$ that also delivers the associated trajectory provider for each object. Finally, the collision detection entity which subscribed to $D^G$ receives every update of the list. If necessary, a warning message is issued, that is displayed on the human machine interface (HMI).

The object sensor data pre-processing has two main tasks. The first one is to filter all object sensor messages and only pass those with detected objects. The second task is to transform the object’s position data so that it relates to the vehicle’s reference position (in the centre of the front bumper) and not to the object sensor’s mounting position any more. The relative position of each object sensor in relation to the reference position has to be measured very accurately and is statically configured for every test vehicle.

Within the LDM, CAMs are already filtered according to their relevance for the ego vehicle and their validity time. In addition, the purpose of the V2X data pre-processing differs from the object data in the case of position transformation. In a first step, the absolute GPS position is transformed into a relative distance to the ego vehicle’s reference position. This step is required to further process the object sensor and V2X data in a similar way within a Cartesian coordinate system. This transformation produces a deviation, due to the nature of the coordinate system. Thus, this transformation should only be performed once at the beginning of the processing chain.

The next step is to spatio-temporally align the V2X data with the ego vehicles current time and position. As described in (Stiller et al., 2007), a trajectory prediction has to be performed for the time span of the communication delay of each received message from another vehicle, which results in a (predicted) position at this juncture. The communication delay is calculated by the difference of the generation time of the message and the current time stamp of the ego vehicle. The precondition for this spatio temporal alignment is that the time basis of all vehicles are synchronized, for example by using GPS time.

Multiple realization possibilities exist for vehicle trackers. An important example is multi hypothesis tracking (MHT) (Blackman, 2004), which is a well established approach for multi-target tracking. The main advantage of MHT is to solve observation-to-track conflicts by holding alternative data association hypotheses and propagating them into the future. Thereby, subsequent data can resolve the uncertainty.

The trajectory agent is meant to manage all trajectory providers generated from $D^G$. It holds an internal hash map with an entry for each object together with a link to the corresponding trajectory provider. With each update of the object list the hash map is searched for all objects. If one can not be found, a new trajectory provider is generated. Otherwise, the existing one is updated with the new position. For all entries of the hash map that are not available in $D^G$ any more the corresponding trajectory providers are destructed.

Collison detection can be done by using motion prediction models like trajectory prediction, state-space models, structured environment approximation, classification models or neural networks. (Christopher et al., 2009) gives an overview on existing approaches for collision risk estimation.

As already depicted in Figure 2, the processing of the ADAS based reference application and the V2X application only differs in the pre-processing steps. One reason for this architecture decision was to achieve comparability of both applications during validation phase. More precisely, the object sensor for radar data and the V2X receiver have the same tasks: to decode and filter the incoming messages. One delaying factor is the data access within the LDM, though it is compensated by the spatio temporal alignment in the V2X data pre-processing component. Only the transformation algorithm used in the object sensor and the spatio temporal alignment within the V2X data pre-processing have a varying impact on the precision of the object positions. Since, the transformation is based on the exactly determined distance of the mounted radar and the ego vehicles reference position it is accurate to a millimeter and therefore the inaccuracy is negligible. Thus, the impact of the processing steps on the evaluation results can be reduced to the accuracy of the algorithm used for the spatio temporal alignment of the V2X data.

Figure 2: Information processing chain for an ADAS.
4 EVALUATION REALIZATION

Since all required components and interfaces within the ITS communication architecture are already specified in the ETSI ITS standards, like (ETSI 636-4, 2014), (ETSI 894-2, 2014) and (ETSI 895, 2014), we used our dedicated ETSI ITS framework called ezCar2X (Roscher et al., 2013) that implements these standards. Also, the facilities for the position and time providers are located within the ezCar2X framework. Only the sensor data received at the CAN interface is handed over to the responding components of the ADAS applications.

Usage of the evaluation methodology from Section 3 for the evaluation of two dedicated ADASs (ICRW and LCRW) is described in the following.

4.1 Evaluation Environments

Our design goal was to generate the smallest possible effort for a change between the simulation environment and the real test vehicles. So we optimized the software architecture regarding the reusability of most of the components in both environments. To obtain the required flexibility, all interfaces to external entities are realized with abstract classes and different implementations. For example, three implementations are used for GPS/GNSS and V2X input: file (i.e. playback), real hardware, simulation based.

According to (ETSI 894-2, 2014; ETSI 636-4, 2014) all time stamps within the protocol stack have to be aligned to their respective GPS coordinates. Thus, the ezCar2X position and time providers were implemented in a coupled way ensuring mutual consistency of both time and position data.

In our trajectory provider we used cubic splines with third order polynomials from (Kluge, 2011) for the prediction of all trajectories. The forecasting horizon of the trajectory providers was set to 10 seconds, but only the next 2 seconds were considered within the collision risk estimation, as the number of false detections increases with a longer time span.

The vehicle tracker uses the MHT approach as described in (Streit et al., 1995). It is implemented using the library from (GTMS, 2003) for vehicle tracking, using the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence.

In our collision detector implementation, we use trajectory prediction and combine it with a piecewise approximation of the trajectories as described in (Lytrivis et al., 2014). Therefore, the two trajectories of ego and other vehicle are examined in each time step of the prediction period. A bounding box is generated around each vehicle’s reference position using its width and length (taken from the vehicle’s CAM) (ETSI 637-2, 2014). Additionally, for the V2X data the bounding box has to be expanded by adding the current uncertainty of the GPS position (also taken from the CAM) in a circular shape. This expansion is justified by the nature of GPS positions, which are defined as a position and a circular region around it. Within that circle, 95% of the measured positions are located. Thus, a GPS position should not be taken as an exact value. Instead, the whole confidence circle has to be considered during collision detection. The bounding boxes increase with the degradation of the position accuracy. Finally, the two bounding boxes are used to identify whether they overlap. If this is the case, a collision is detected and a warning message is generated, which is displayed on the HMI.

Our simulation environment is described in Section 4.1.1. Afterwards, Section 4.1.2 gives details about the field test setup. Finally, the tracing and playback mechanism is introduced in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1 Simulation Environment

We use a simulation environment consisting of three dedicated state of the art frameworks. These are SUMO for microscopic traffic flow simulation, the ns-3 network simulator for channel as well as layer 1 and 2 simulation, together with the ezCar2X framework providing the remaining protocol layers in accordance with current ETSI ITS standards (Behrisch et al., 2011; Riley and Henderson, 2010; Roscher et al., 2013). A detailed description of this combination of dedicated tools and their coupling process can be found in (Roscher et al., 2014).

Vehicles’ position information within the simulation environment is perfect, i.e., each vehicle can determine its global position without any error. Positions of other vehicles are only known from received messages. Therefore, Gaussian noise is added to the positions generated in the traffic simulation to study the impact of position uncertainty.

SUMO can be run in parallel or in advance of the remaining simulators. Running it in advance and using generated vehicle traces for the other simulators significantly increases simulation speed. However, this can only be done for use cases with no interaction between ADAS output and vehicle behavior, as vehicle trajectories are fixed in this case. For example, this can be done to determine the time of issued warnings. Therefore, the input data for an ADAS, as described in Section 3.1, is then derived from the output file of the SUMO traffic simulator. One of the vehicles within the traffic scenario is defined as the ego vehicle whose positions are then passed to the position interface for the ego position provider.

Two options for receiving position information
from other vehicles were realized. To obtain a best case scenario (i.e. no packet loss), the positions of all other vehicles are handled as received CAMs at the ITS-G5 interface. This models the best possible information quality for the ADAS. A more realistic option is to use the ns-3 channel simulation to model real message exchange. Corresponding radar data can be obtained from a radar sensor model within the simulation environment.

### 4.1.2 Real World Test Setup

As described above, our aim is to evaluate ADAS avoiding front or side collisions, (ETSI 539-2, 2013) and (ETSI 539-3, 2013). Thus, the test vehicle is equipped with three radar sensors acting as object sensors as illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Test vehicle equipment and radar sensor coverage.](image)

Radar sensors where chosen due to their wide spread usage for automotive applications. They ensure robust object detection, a high resolution and measurement accuracy. The Long Range Radar (LRR) is placed in front of the vehicle to cover the forward-facing street over a distance of 200 meters. The two Short Range Radars (SRR) face to the front-left and front-right with an angle of 35 degrees from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The SRRs have shorter coverage of about 50 meters, but a wider input opening angle of 60 degree coverage. All three radars were connected via CAN buses to the notebook running the software framework and ADAS.

The test vehicle was additionally equipped with two multi-antennas for VANET communication within the 5.9 GHz frequency band, an ITS-G5 compliant communication box from Cohda Wireless (Cohda, 2013) and a dual-frequency GNSS software receiver that was also connected to the notebook.

In the test scenario a second vehicle was involved that was equally equipped, except for one front LRR. To identify the impact of the position accuracy on the VANET based ICRW scenario the following test scenario was used: the ego vehicle approaches an intersection with a constant velocity where the last possible stop line is marked with a pylon. Afterwards, the ego vehicle is going back to the start position and repeats the maneuver. The second test vehicle approaches the intersection from the left direction in the first run and from the right direction in the second run. This scenario is repeated several times to have comparable sensor data and to compensate possible effects caused by a deviant driver behavior. Thereby, the scenario produces two collision situations that were detected by the radar based reference implementation.

We look at pure GNSS based positioning as we use no extra data input, i.e. via a mobile network. During the test, information on the satellites' position and pseudo ranges were collected. This information was recorded by the GNSS software receiver of each test vehicle. The rtklib (Takasu, 2009) was then applied, to determine the vehicle's position and the corresponding accuracy in post-processing. To this end, the information from the GNSS software receiver and from a second GNSS receiver, installed about 100 meters next to the test place at a position with well known coordinates, were used. These different position accuracies for the same test scenario were recorded to have a varying position accuracy available during post-processing for evaluation purposes.

### 4.1.3 Offline Testing Environment

One main advantage of our software architecture approach is the possibility to integrate data player components for all sensor data recorded in a field test. Data sets are synchronized and can be used for offline evaluation of enhancements within the application. Figure 4 shows the playback architecture that only differs in the software components for data input to the simulation and evaluation environment.

The software architecture, which was already described in Section 3.1, is reused for synchronized offline playback together with another set of data input components. For each one of the radar data, ITS-G5 messages and position data stream a playback component was implemented. These components read one data block out of the recorded stream and replay the data on their corresponding interface on the exact time offset as recorded. All the player components register at a central signal handler during the initialization phase of the software framework. When all components are ready the RUN signal is send which guarantees a synchronized start of the playback.

Thereby, the playback architecture provides an offline testing environment where small changes of the ADAS application implementations can be tested...
under consistent conditions for a realistic driving scenario with much lower effort as for a test drive and much faster evaluation speed as the playback system doesn’t have to run in real time. All components after the data player are executed in multiple threads, like done in live testing mode.

4.1.4 Reference System

To compare the evaluated collision detection system with the radar based reference system the following reference values were examined:
1. Difference in the time of collision detection $\Delta t$
2. Distance of the ego and second vehicle at the time of collision detection $d$
3. Number of false (positive and negative) detections $\# false \text{ pos}$ and $\# false \text{ neg}$

The time of collision detection is used to determine the time lag for the V2X based ADAS in comparison to the radar based reference system. If a collision was detected by the V2X based ADAS, the difference of the two reference positions (in the centre of the front bumper) of the ego and the second vehicle is calculated and compared to the distance measured by the reference system at the time when the collision was detected. The third criteria is a very common benchmark for collision detection systems, that counts the false positive and false negative detections compared to the reference system.

4.2 Evaluation Results

The evaluation results for the analyzed performance aspects are discussed in the next sections.

4.2.1 Position Accuracy Availability

For the driven test scenario described in 4.1.2 we recorded two different position data sets: the pure GPS data and the GPS data with a reduced ionosphere effect (by incorporation of the measurement from the additional GNSS receiver). The pure GPS data had a minimum accuracy of 7.58 m, maximum accuracy of 20.39 m and the average value was 14.41 m. The GNSS with reduced ionosphere effects had the same values for minimum and maximum accuracy and an average position accuracy of 13.7 m.

It is important to note, that the GNSS software receiver was configured to achieve a high integrity level for the vehicle’s position, which is crucial in the context of collision avoidance. If the provided integrity is too low, the ADAS system might suffer from false alarms. Thus, narrow radio frequency filters are applied within the GNSS receiver to block interfering signals and frequency shifted multi-path effects. As mentioned before, this helps to gain a higher integrity level, but may reduce the number of used satellites. The smaller the number of satellites, the worse the achieved position accuracy. The number of satellites in view further suffered from shadowing by trees and a building, which encircled the test area.

4.2.2 End-to-End Delay

During our test we also analysed the end-to-end delay that is calculated by the offset of the CAM generation time at the sender and the recording time at the receiver, which is equal to the time when the input data is available at the ADAS application. At the sender, a new CAM is generated as soon as the position is updated. The update frequency of our position solution was 1 Hz. For the ego vehicle we identified the following delay: minimum 14 milliseconds, maximum 1.001 second and an average delay of 127 ms. The second vehicle obtained a minimum of 14 ms, maximum of 510 ms and an average delay of 70 ms.

End-to-end delay is used in the V2X data preprocessing component, as described in Section 3.2, for the spatio temporal alignment of the second vehicle’s position. As this mechanism is meant to predict the vehicle status for the timespan of the communication delay, the impact of this end-to-end delay on the ADAS application is reduced to a minimum. In detail, the impact depends on two factors: the accuracy
of the prediction mechanism itself and the accuracy of the position data used to calculate the prediction.

### 4.2.3 Impact of the Position Accuracy

The accuracy of the communicated positions has to be considered within collision detection. Thus, the position cannot be taken as an exact value the applicability of V2X data input strongly depends on the position accuracy received from other vehicles. As described in 4.1, the bounding boxes of the ego and second vehicle used for collision risk estimation are expanded by adding the current uncertainty of the position value. Thus, collisions were detected earlier as in the reference system, but with less reliability. The difference can be quantified by the position accuracy value itself. To cope with lower position accuracy, advanced approaches for the usage of bounding boxes during collision risk estimation have to be examined.

### 4.2.4 Analysis of the V2X based ADAS

The accuracy of the ego and other positions were varied during the test runs in the playback environment to analyze the impact of the ego and second vehicle’s position accuracy separately. The ego position confidence was set to 0.25 m during one set of test runs, since this is equal to the measurement accuracy of the used radar sensors, and also to the originally derived value in a second test setup. Respectively, the confidence of the second vehicle was set to 0.25 m and again to the recorded value in separate test runs.

We analysed the results from numerous test runs and found, that the best combination of weights for the ego and the second vehicle’s position accuracy is to take the confidence for the second vehicle from the CAM and a fixed value of 0.25 m for the ego vehicle. The resulting collision detection within the ADAS is then depicted in Figure 5 for the radar reference system and the V2X based detection.

At the horizontal axis, the diagram shows the chronological sequence of the results for the driven test scenario. A detected collision based on radar data is marked with rectangular shapes. The results of the V2X communication based detection are labeled with circular shapes. The collision scenario with the second vehicle approaching from right hand side can be recognized in the middle of the sequence for the reference system. The one collision situation was detected over a period of three prediction steps by the reference system. Future positions of the ego vehicle and the second vehicle are predicted every 100 milliseconds for a timespan of 2 seconds into the future.

The vertical axis of the diagram represents the predicted future distance between the reference positions of the ego and the second vehicle in case of a predicted collision of their bounding boxes. Since the distances measured by the radar sensors have a much higher accuracy, we took only distances less than 0.75 m into account for the illustration of the results from the radar based collision detection.

As marked with an extra line at 0.25 m in Figure 5, we added a threshold for the distance of the reference positions of the ego and second vehicle. Thereby, a detected collision by V2X data is only incorporated, if the predicted distance in the future is less than 0.25 m. We recommend to use this threshold as one extra element in a V2X based ADAS to decide whether a warning message is actually passed to the driver. This threshold would reduce the number of false positive collision detections but is does not compensate the low position accuracy.

By means of the defined benchmark parameters, the V2X based collision detection achieved the following results: $t_{\text{diff}}$ is at 1.74 seconds, $d = 5.65$ centimeters, # false pos = 0 and # false neg = 2. The two false negative detections represent the delay of the V2X based application. During a detected collision, the distance of the two reference positions of the ego and the second vehicle goes below the defined threshold not before the third prediction step of the reference system. Since the collision situation ends after this third step, it is only detected once by the V2X based application.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

VANETs are in the wake of mass roll out within upcoming years. To fulfill the aim of increased safety of driving, advanced methodologies for development and evaluation of VANET based ADAS are required. The proposed methodology, which is based on the concept of simulation driven development, can be used to realize an evaluation environment incorporating simulation, real world tests and offline testing. Therefore, our approach is optimized to keep the effort to a minimum when switching between these three environments.

Moreover, we evaluated available position accuracy of today’s GNSS systems. Thereby, our results show that the position accuracy of pure GNSS is not sufficiently high, in order to provide location data for every driving situation with a quality that enables safe VANET based collision avoidance applications. Thus, we propose to incorporate further positioning solutions, i.e. differential GNSS or relative positioning approaches, to improve the position accuracy.

To achieve a wider range of test scenarios within the evaluation environment future work could focus on integrated test scenarios for the evaluation of ADAS applications, such as the availability of simulated traffic information in real test drives. Another open research topic is to examine advanced algorithms for the usage of the bounding boxes during collision risk estimation, as outlined in Section 4.2.3.

Future work will also include an extended evaluation towards positioning systems using extra sensors, like acceleration sensors, and to implement further VANET applications. The goal is to evaluate the correlation between the position accuracy and safety related VANET based applications.
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